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Abstract

Summary: PAX2GRAPHML is an open-source Python library that allows to easily manipulate BioPAX source files as
regulated reaction graphs described in.graphml format. The concept of regulated reactions, which allows connecting
regulatory, signaling and metabolic levels, has been used. Biochemical reactions and regulatory interactions are
homogeneously described by regulated reactions involving substrates, products, activators and inhibitors as ele-
ments. PAX2GRAPHML is highly flexible and allows generating graphs of regulated reactions from a single BioPAX
source or by combining and filtering BioPAX sources. Supported by the graph exchange format .graphml, the large-
scale graphs produced from one or more data sources can be further analyzed with PAX2GRAPHML or standard
Python and R graph libraries.

Availability and implementation: https://pax2graphml.genouest.org.

Contact: francois.moreews@irisa.fr

1 Introduction

BioPAX is a standard format encoding biological processes like gene
regulation, metabolic pathways or signaling events, that facilitates the
inter-operability between data sources and network analysis tools.
However, this rich knowledge-oriented data format that finely captures
the complexity of biological networks cannot be easily handled without
appropriated tools. Software have been recently proposed to design,
visualize (Babur et al., 2010; Shannon et al., 2003), parse (Turei et al.,
2016), validate (Rodchenkov et al., 2013), query (Babur et al., 2014)
and analyze BioPAX files. However, an important missing feature to
analyze BioPAX data sources is the ability to interpret BioPAX files into
graph structures including the role of physical entities as substrate, prod-
uct or regulator in the reactions.

An accurate format for representing the variety and complexity
of the biological reactions is the concept of regulated reactions con-
necting regulatory, signaling and metabolic levels (Blavy et al.,
2014). In this conceptual framework, both biochemical reactions
and regulatory interactions are described homogeneously as regu-
lated reactions involving substrates, products, activators, inhibitors
and modulators as key elements. In the reaction graph generated
from regulated reactions, the molecules and the reactions are repre-
sented as typed nodes, as shown in Figure 1.

Thus, we propose to extend the BioPAX toolbox with a Python
library able to interpret BioPAX files as graphs of regulated reac-
tions. With PAX2GRAPHML, the graphs are represented in the
.graphml format, allowing the manipulation of nodes and edges

properties. The PAX2GRAPHML tool also enables extracting sub-
graphs, by filtering the original files according to specific properties
of the nodes (genes or proteins) or by merging different graphs. It
also implements basic methods to explore the graphs. Thanks to the
.graphml exchange format support, generated graphs can be further
analyzed with already existing graph libraries in Python or R.

2 Format and package description

PAX2GRAPHML is able to process all BioPAX files to generate
regulated reaction graphs, which can be further interpreted into
positive and negative oriented influences. It is available on pypi and
as a docker image.

Fig. 1. Example of reaction graph manipulated by PAX2GRAPHML showing reac-

tions and entities as nodes
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In PAX2GRAPHML, PaxTools (Babur et al., 2014) is used in-
ternally to extract sub-classes of patterns and further interpret them
as regulated reactions. These extracted patterns form the building
elements of a regulated reaction graph (Blavy et al., 2014). Each
regulated reaction graph pattern is centered on a reaction node
linked to one or several substrate nodes and product nodes. The re-
action node can also be linked to modulator nodes (activators or
inhibitors). Substrates and modulators are inputs of the reaction
node, whereas products are outputs of the reaction node. All nodes
(reaction, substrate, product or modulator) are associated with their
own metadata in the graph.

PAX2GRAPHML is composed of four sub-packages. (i) The
sub-package pax_import is dedicated to global or parametrized im-
port of BioPAX files from Pathway Commons (PC) to be further
interpreted as regulated reaction graph. (ii) The sub-package proper-
ties allow to manipulate nodes and edges properties of the generated
graphs. All aliases contained in BioPAX have been incorporated in
the .graphml format as node properties to represent genes, protein
and compounds. Additional annotations can also be directly
imported from specific files. (iii) The sub-package extract allows
modifying either the generated reaction graph or the influence graph,
including sub-graphs selection or graphs merging. (iv) The sub-
package graph_explore includes IO functions and analysis of the
generated graphs. It also includes classical graph metrics (degree,
betweenness, closeness, connected components) as preliminary steps.
More sophisticated analyses can be further performed with graph-
tool or other advanced libraries (Csardi and Nepusz, 2006).

The PAX2GRAPHML website provides a complete documenta-
tion and the pre-processed database resources. Regulated reaction
graphs and influence graphs produced from 16 data sources of PC
can be downloaded as ready-to-use data for further analyses with
PAX2GRAPHML. Files are automatically updated using databanks
synchronization and a processing software (Filangi et al., 2008).

3 Application

PAX2GRAPHML was first applied to the complete PC databank.
The regulated reaction graph produced in.graphml format has a size
of 363 MB (13% of the initial BioPAX file size). PAX2GRAPHML

was also applied to each data source of PC considered independent-
ly. As shown in Table 1, the regulated reaction concept used to unify
the different BioPAX reaction types facilitates the comparison of the
content of each resource. Notably, this revealed that Mirtarbase and
CTD are the main contributors of PC in terms of nodes, edges, and
especially inhibition reactions.

Generating the regulated reaction graph from 16 BioPAX data-
sources with PAX2GRAPHML lasted 7 days on a virtual machine
with 48 G RAM. Conveniently, the generated files can be down-
loaded on PAX2GRAPHML website as ready-to-use data resources,
which is automatically updated.

Customized graphs can be produced for any subsets of the data-
bases. To achieve this, users can either filter the overall regulated re-
action graph, or can merge the regulated reaction graphs produced
from two or more databases selected according to their specific
interest. The two functionalities (filtering and merging) are available
within the PAX2GRAPHML package. As an illustration, Table 1
shows that filtering out CTD and Mirtarbase from PC eliminates
32% of the nodes (36% of reaction nodes and 28% of entity nodes)
and 74% of the edges. Table 1 also illustrates that the combination
of PID with successively HumanCyc, KEGG and Reactome improves
coverage of both reaction nodes (from 4495 to 10 398) and entities
(from 4908 to 28 187).

By managing BioPAX data extraction into regulated graphs,
PAX2GRAPHML simplifies the implementation of many methods
for regulation network analysis and understanding of the controlling
steps of the biological pathways.
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